
LETTER VIII 
Justice, Arcanum of Equilibrium 

Quotations for Reflection 

“Law is interposed between the freedom of man and the freedom of God.” (page 
174) 

“‘I am seated on the seat which is between the individual will of beings and the 
universal will of the supreme Being. I am the guardian of equilibrium between the 
individual and the universal. I have the power to re-establish it each time that it is 
violated. I am order, health, harmony, justice.’” (page 174) 

“One of the meanings of the first commandment—‘Thou shalt have no other gods 
before me’ (Exodus xx, 3)—is that one should not substitute an intellectual 
abstraction of God for the spiritual reality of God.” (page 174) 

“Seeing and knowing that the soul of  the offender is always the first victim of  all sin 
or crime that he could commit, intuition can play no other role than that of  the 
advocate.” (page 176). 

“The sun shines on the good and wicked alike. But it is certainly necessary to open 
the windows of a dark room in order for light to be able to enter there. The light of 
the sun is in no way created or merited by us. It is a gift, pure and simple—gratia 
gratis data. Nevertheless, it is necessary to open our windows in order for it to enter 
into our abode, just as it is necessary to open our eyes in order to see it. The 
practical meaning of the “heaven-earth” balance is that of cooperation with grace.” 
(page 179) 

“For to live without love—this is hell. And to live without love in the region of  
eternity—this is to live in eternal hell.” (page 180) 

“Eternal bliss—‘heaven’—is, in contrast, the state of  soul which is filled with 
boundless hope.” (page 180) 

“And whoever meditates on the sweat of  blood in Gethsemane and on the words ‘It 
is I’ (or ‘I am he’), announcing the eternal victory over eternal hell, also will know with 
certain knowledge that eternal hell exists as a reality, but that it will be empty at the end 
of  time.” (page 181) 



“Christians know that love will never be taught and understood through severity and 
fear. They apprehend hearts directly through goodness, beauty and truth, whilst the 
fear of  hell and eternal damnation has not given birth to love in any human heart 
hitherto—and will never do so. And it is not the severity of  strict justice which 
teaches us the love of  the father for the prodigal son, but rather the joyous feast with 
which the son was welcomed home by him.” (page 181) 

“In so far as there is peace at the heart of  Christianity, it is due only to the principle 
of  the supremacy of  love.” (page 183) 

“Philosophy is nothing else than striving through constant contemplation and saintly 
piety to attain to knowledge of  God; but there will be many who will make 
philosophy hard to understand, and corrupt it with manifold speculations…”  
— Anonymous, from the Hermetic dialogue Asclepius (page 185) 

“Thus, there is knowledge for the sake of  knowledge, knowledge for the sake of  
better serving one’s neighbour, and knowledge in order to better love God.” (page 
186) 

“Because it is not the sick and deformed who represent a family, but rather its healthy 
members.” (page 190) 

“Ora et labora…oratory and laboratory united in the inner forum of  the personality…
what is this, in the last analysis, if  not the practice of  the balance of  Justice?” (page 
192) 

“The spiritual history of  Christianity is the history of  successive resurrections of  that 
which is valuable from the past, worthy of  eternity. It is the history of  the magic of  
love reviving the dead. It was thus that Platonism became resuscitated and will go on 
living for ever—thanks to the vivifying breath of  he who is the resurrection and the 
life (‘Ego sum resurrectio et vita’—John xi, 25). It is thus that Aristotelianism will 
participate in eternal life. And it is thus that Hermeticism, also, will live until the end 
of  the world and, perhaps, beyond the end of  the world.” (pages 194-195) 

“One is not at all free when one judges or acts according to character or 
temperament; but one certainly is when one judges and acts according to the balance 
of  Justice, or conscience. But Justice, the practice of  the balance, is only the beginning 
of  a long path of  the development of  conscience—and therefore of  the growth of  
freedom.” (page 196)


